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When rolled out and draped 
over tiers, this smooth, firm 
sugar icing makes a stable 
surface for appliqués, 
gum-paste flowers, or 
royal-icing details. Fondant
can be tinted, cut into designs,
or formed into shapes.

This soft, satiny, buttery 
frosting can be spread over
a cake, piped into patterns,
or used as a creamy filling. 
Buttercream can be flavored 
with chocolate, lemon, 
caramel, and more, as
well as tinted any color.

Made from egg whites, sugar,
and cream of tartar, meringue
whips into a billowy icing. It 
can be spread over layers or 
piped into flowers or peaks
and baked, which helps the 
meringue keep its shape and 
gives it crunch.

This rich, velvety frosting is 
made from either white or dark 
chocolate and heavy cream. 
Ganache can look shiny or 
matte and is also used as
a filling or piped into
decorations. White-chocolate
ganache can be tinted.

If chilled too long in the 
refrigerator, fondant may 
sweat when displayed. Since 
its firmness helps keep cakes 
fresh, it's often used for ones 
too big to be refrigerated
or to cover cakes with a 
delicate icing underneath.

A buttercream cake must be
kept cool, then brought to 
room temperature just before 
serving. Because the icing 
melts easily, it's not ideal for 
an outdoor wedding, especially 
if the cake will be left on 
display in the sun.

Unbaked meringue doesn't 
hold up well in humidity.
If the cake has to be 
transported, it should be 
carefully packed—meringue's 
soft texture is easily marred.
Baked decorations are sturdier
and fare better in hot weather.

Avoid pairing ganache with
a light cake such as delicate 
sponges or angel food; this 
thick frosting needs a cake
it won't overpower, such
as pound, chocolate, spice
or nut cakes. Ganache is
sensitive to humidity.
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